LED under cabinet lighting
Fixture
Model#:
EZUC121830WH02

Remove the ﬁxture and mounting package from the box and make sure that no parts
are missing by referencing the illustration on the installation instructions.
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In case of missing parts, please email customercare@ez-lighting.com and we will send them out right away.

ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION

User Manual

1. Install the clips on a straight line, with 10'' (25 cm) between each clip.
2. Connect the power supply connector to the ﬁrst ﬁxture with DC plug. Push ﬁxture in brackets
until a "click" is heard.
3. Plug others ﬁxtures by using the extension cord included.

LED

Congratulations on your EZ LIGHTING products purchase
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLATION

Move Sensor distance ≤ 3.93”

LED under cabinet lighting
Fixture
EZ Lighting proudly presents our LED under cabinet lights with hand wave sensor that can be
used in a variety of spaces to create wonderful accents of stylish light just about anywhere.
Our high-quality LED's provide professional-quality lighting eﬀects easy to use by
a non-professional. These LED under cabinet lights are simple to install and you will enjoy for
years with minimal power requirements. The integrated hand wave sensor also makes this
product easy to use without the need for a traditional on/oﬀ switch. Great for use anywhere
in the home or business including under cabinet, counter lighting in the kitchen, accent
lighting in home theater, hallway, and vanity installations, or even simply for party decoration.

SPECIFICATIONS
EZ Code
EZUC121830WH02
Kevin
3000 K(warm white)

Trouble Shooting
Light will not turn
on.

1.Power is oﬀ.
2.Faulty switch.
3. Faulty wire connection.

Fuse blows on circuit breaker 1. Crossed wires or power wire is
or trips when light is turned on: grounding out.

Corrective Action
1.Make sure power is on, check circuit breaker.
Also check that switch is in on position.
2.Test or replace switch.
3. Check wiring and verify that wire caps
are twisted tightly.
1. Check wire connection, verify that
black wire is not connected to ground.

EZ Lighting LLC
1385 Hwy 35, Suite 116, Middletown, NJ 07748

Packed
2 pcs
CRI
80+

Type of Bulb
LED
Lumen
1000

Wattage
12W
Style
Modern

Voltage
100-240Vac
Material
Plastic

Tel:1-800-585-7239
Website:www.ez-lighting.com
Mail: customercare@ez-lighting.com
Please scan below QR code for installation video.
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